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Timeline
• June/July 2017: creation of the structure

• Oct/Nov 2017: kick-off meeting at CERN

• 21 Dec 2017: meeting of WG conveners and presentation of

preliminary table of contents

• March/April 2018: draft table of contents, start writing

• April 2018: joint meeting with WG2/WG4 at FNAL

• April 2018: Vidyo meeting

• May 2018: Vidyo meeting

• 30 May 2018: deadline for theory contributions

• June 2018 (now): Plenary meeting at CERN and presentation

of first results and contributions

• September 2018: Experimental contributions expected and full

draft available

• October/November 2018: Editing work

• End of November 2018: Chapter ready

• 18 December 2018: Start of European Strategy Update

• May 2019: Open Symposium of the ESU

2017

2018

2019

now
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Status of the YR

1. Introduction

2. SUSY (4 contributions)

3. DM (6 contributions)

Table of contents of the YR is now (almost) final

27 theory contributions already included (about 100 pages + refs) 
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Status of the YR

4. Long Lived Particles (1 contribution)

5. Dark sectors (2 contributions)

6. Heavy resonances (9 contributions)

Table of contents of the YR is now (almost) final

27 theory contributions already included (about 100 pages + refs) 
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Status of the YR

7. Vector-like quarks (maybe fermions?) 

(2 contributions)

Table of contents of the YR is now (almost) final

27 theory contributions already included (about 100 pages + refs) 
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Status of the YR

8. Flavor related studies (3 contributions)

Table of contents of the YR is now (almost) final

27 theory contributions already included (about 100 pages + refs) 

9. Conclusion and outlook

A big thanks to all theory contributors for having

matched the deadlines and to all experimental

contributors for all the ongoing work behind the

scenes
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Next steps

• Experimental contributions expected by September 2018

• We need all contributions to be in the document by the end of September to

allow for the time necessary for the editing work

• Editing will require some time: final format will be a collection of contributions

with a specific introduction and an executive summary for each of the

sections and for the whole chapter

• Once all contributions are in the draft we need to agree on and implement a

strategy to deal with overlaps with WG2 and WG4 (more in next slides)

• A final form of the document should be ready by the end of Novembrer, on

time for the deadline set by the starting of the European Strategy Update
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Overlaps with WG2
• Plan is to include in Higgs chapter all Higgs related studies relevant for EWSB

• If needed in both chapters some studies may be duplicated

• Present situation not yet consistent: extended Higgs sector studies are now

included in BSM chapter for Composite models and in Higgs chapter for SUSY

models

• All these inconsistencies will be solved once all contributions will be in place,

also taking into account length constraints

• Whenever contributions will be repeated consistency checks will be done

• Proper cross-referencing will be implemented

Message for WG2 Conveners: please check our overleaf and let us know if you

find any contribution relevant for your chapter or have contributions similar to

ours.
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Overlaps with WG4

• Plan is to include in BSM chapter all high-pT searches related to flavor

• If needed studies may be duplicated

• There are neutrino related contributions that by now are included in BSM

section but need to be discussed with WG4

• Again all duplication will be checked for consistency

• And proper cross-referencing will be implemented in the final editing stage

Message for WG4 Conveners: please check our overleaf and let us know if you

find any contribution relevant for your chapter or have contributions similar to

ours.
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Overleaf experience

https://www.overleaf.com/14722141bbfgfvqrrvbp#/56185127/
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Overleaf experience

• The report is being written using the Overleaf platform

• WG3 document can be found at:

https://www.overleaf.com/14722141bbfgfvqrrvbp#/56185127/

• We used it in a very “interactive mode” with contributors directly filling in their

contributions (we prepared all sections)

• Basic instructions are published on our Twiki page

• We needed some interventions to fix small problems but everything is working

pretty smoothly (references will be fixed at the end)

• Final editing will most likely need to be done cloning the document with git and

editing locally

Message for contributors: if you have any problems/doubts on the overleaf please

write us an email

https://www.overleaf.com/14722141bbfgfvqrrvbp#/56185127/
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Status of the experimental analyses

• Experimental contributions are being followed by the conveners for the three

relevant experiments

• Experimental Status Reports at this meeting confirmed that the September

deadline will be matched for the expected experimental contributions:

SUSY, DM, Resonances, LLP, BSM/Higgs, BSM/Flavor

• Order 20 results per experiment expected from ATLAS and CMS and about

4/5 from LHCb

• Once results will be public in September, we will immediately proceed to their

inclusion in the report (with all implied consistency checks, etc.)
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Mini groups
• Mini-groups formed including ATLAS and CMS experimentalists to discuss

common topics, e.g.

• SUSY: EWKinos, higgsinos, stau pair productions

• DM+heavy flavor

• Ttbar and other resonances (also @ 27TeV)

• Ensure the usage of same signal cross sections, common treatment of

uncertainties, etc.

• During this meeting we also established the need for mini-groups for

• Dark photons (ensure we understand implications of different scenarios

considered) involving also LHCb

• Higgs decays in LLP relevant for LHCb (with interactions also with WG2)

• BSM Higgs, in particular H→tt (with interactions also with WG2)

• Leptoquarks (with interactions also with theorists)
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Discussion of ‘special’ section 1
• Introduction and overview should include a brief outline of the NP models

considered but also a discussion of

• Analysis methods and approaches

• Final outline will be defined once all material is included

• Also, include possible improvements and new techniques

• Brief but useful to put things in context: projections vs full analyses, usage

and details of Delphes cards, assumptions made for PU

• Treatment of systematic uncertainties

• Discussion among experiments (especially CMS and ATLAS) to ensure

same assumptions are taken (there was a clear plenary overview on the

issue)

• Relevant also for theory studies

• E.g. Proposed contribution: “Fitting techniques using Gaussian Process for

resonance searches”
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New detectors and physics beyond colliders

• We have in the report results like this one

• The YR will not contain extensive discussion of new detectors

• Only results relevant for HL/HE, also in the context of possible detector

upgrades (LHCb + CODEX-b) will be included

• Similar results in other chapters, we need to coordinate
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• If you want/can improve your contribution that is already included in

the report there is still time (detector simulation, systematics, 27TeV

predictions, etc.)

• If you see studies that may be related to yours, please get in contact

with the other group and make sure to cross-check

• When replying to emails of conveners or contacting them, please

always include the conveners mailing list in cc. If possible, do not just

contact a single convener, since this makes communication among us

more complicated.

Messages to contributors



THANK YOU!
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